RightFind Enterprise

The fastest way to access, manage, and collaborate on scientific literature

With an average 8,000 scientific articles published every day, finding relevant, trusted information and staying on top of the latest research isn’t easy. Without fast, secure access to this vital published content, researchers cannot do their jobs effectively, slowing the pace of innovation.

RightFind Enterprise provides faster discovery with immediate access to scientific literature and data and strengthens copyright-compliant collaboration. With a streamlined implementation approach, organizations get up and running quickly, and RightFind makes it easy to demonstrate content ROI in minutes.

RightFind Enterprise integrates seamlessly with CCC’s copyright licenses to make copyright-compliant collaboration easier. The result? You accelerate the flow of research, maximize the value of your content investments, and streamline your information management operations.

How it works

Search for content using RightFind, Google Scholar, PubMed, SciFinder, PubChem or other preferred search tools.

Get secure and direct access to full-text articles and simplify the authentication process for company subscriptions, open access, or internal collections.

Access the most comprehensive collection of scientific, technical and medical content to purchase unsubscribed articles.

Use shared libraries to collaborate compliantly within teams, from simple workspaces to highly customized content workflows based on role.

Report on content usage and spending to make data-driven content investments.

Manage content including subscriptions, Open Access sources, document delivery, and internal collections.
Powerful capabilities to access, track, manage, and collaborate on content

- **Fast document delivery:** RightFind Enterprise delivers over 1.9 million documents annually, with the quickest document turnaround time in the industry. Nearly all orders are delivered within 24 hours and the vast majority are delivered instantly.

- **Robust scientific literature catalog:** RightFind Enterprise’s proprietary database comprises a comprehensive collection of scientific, medical, and technical content. Users can purchase from 165+ million citations, including 13+ million open access articles.

- **Seamless workflow integration:** RightFind Enterprise supports a range of existing workflows, including OpenURL links from users’ preferred search and discovery tools, QuickCheck bookmarklets to request content from any website, the Chrome extension to quickly request content from Google Scholar, PubMed, SciFinder, PubChem, or your preferred search tool, and RESTful APIs for application integration.

- **Shared libraries:** RightFind Enterprise facilitates copyright-compliant collaboration within teams, from simple workspaces to highly customized content workflows based on role, (e.g. Medical Affairs, competitive intelligence, regulatory, research, and more).

- **Flexible administrator features:** RightFind Enterprise provides flexible tracking fields, billing options, cost controls, and notifications for the entire company, and at a granular level such as division, department, or team to support an organization’s specific structure and workflows.

- **Powerful content usage analytics:** RightFind Enterprise includes robust reporting to monitor content usage and spend across all users and organization levels with over 100 customizable fields providing the data you need.

- **Simplified copyright compliance:** RightFind Enterprise works with your CCC/ RightsDirect Copyright License to show exactly how you and your colleagues can reuse published material. RightFind Enterprise accommodates both global subscriptions and site-specific licensing, allowing you to control access to content down to the individual user.
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RightFind Enterprise is part of CCC’s RightFind Suite — a set of integrated, flexible software solutions that enable professionals at R&D-intensive companies to search, discover, access, read, share, organize, collaborate on and analyze content to generate data-driven insights that give their organizations a competitive edge.
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**About CCC**
A pioneer in voluntary collective licensing, Copyright Clearance Center (CCC) helps organizations integrate, access, and share information through licensing, content, software, and professional services. With expertise in copyright and information management, CCC and its subsidiary RightsDirect collaborate with stakeholders to design and deliver innovative information solutions that power decision-making by helping people integrate and navigate data sources and content assets.
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Learn more
Request a demo today.
For U.S. organizations:
- [copyright.com/rightfind](https://copyright.com/rightfind)
- [solutions@copyright.com](mailto:solutions@copyright.com)
Outside the U.S. organizations:
- [rightsdirect.com/rightfind](https://rightsdirect.com/rightfind)
- [solutions@rightsdirect.com](mailto:solutions@rightsdirect.com)